SEL Through Literature from Bank Street College of Education

Accepting One Another, Fitting In and Identity

Books for Children Eight and Younger

A chair for my mother -- Williams E W676c (Ages 4-6)
Each kindness -- Woodson E W868e (Ages 5-8)
Families -- Kuklin 306.85 K958f (Ages 6-10)
Fly away home -- Bunting E B886fl (Ages 5-7)
The hundred dresses -- Estes F B886fl (Ages 6-9)
The librarian of Basra: the true story from Iraq -- Winter B B171W (Ages 6-9)
Rosa -- Giovanni B P237Gi (Ages 8-10)
You're all my favorites -- McBratney E M122y (Ages 2-4)

Books for Children Nine and Older

The absolutely true diary of a part-time Indian -- Alexie F A/28a (Ages 12-16)
Al Capone does my shirts -- Choldenko F C453a (Ages 9-12)
Almost astronauts: 13 women who dared to dream -- Stone 629.45 St72a (Ages 1216)
American born Chinese -- Yang F Y16a (Ages 12-14)
Between shades of gray -- Sepetys F Se61b (Ages 12-16)
A boy named Beckoning: the true story of Dr. Carlos Montezuma, Native American hero -- Capaldi B M765c (Ages 9-12)
Children of the Great Depression -- Freedman 973.91 F875c (Ages 11-14)
Dear Miss Breed: true stories of the Japanese American Incarceration during World War II and a librarian who made a difference -- Oppenheim 940.23 Op5d (Ages 12-14)
The dreamer -- Ryan F R957d (Ages 10-12)
The evolution of Calpurnia Tate -- Kelly F K297e (Ages 9-12)
Families -- Kuklin 306.85 K958f (Ages 6-10)

The fault in our stars -- Green F G823f (Ages 14-16)

The forbidden schoolhouse: the true and dramatic story of Prudence Crandall and her students - - Jurmain B C85j (Ages 11-14)

Freedom walker: the story of the Montgomery bus boycott -- Freedman 323.1 F875f (Ages 10-14)

Freak the Mighty -- Monaghan F P533f (Ages 10-14)

The great Gilly Hopkins -- Paterson F P273g (Ages 11-13)

Hana’s suitcase -- Levine B B7285L (Ages 10-14)

Hitler youth: growing up in Hitler’s shadow -- Bartoletti 943.086 B285h (Ages 12-14)

The hundred dresses -- Estes F B886fl (Ages 6-9)

Inside out and back again -- Lai F Li4i (Ages 9-12)

The misfits -- Howe F H838m (Ages 10-13)

A monster calls -- Ness F N373m (Ages 11-14)

Okay for now -- Schmidt F Sch53o (Ages 11-16)

Out of my mind -- Draper F D792o (Ages 9-12)

Rosa -- Giovanni B P237Gi (Ages 8-10)

Rules -- Lord F L885r (Ages 10-14)

Show way -- Woodson F W868s (Ages 10-13)

Skinny -- Cooner F B892s (Ages 12-16)

The strange case of Origami Yoda -- Angleberger F An46s (Ages 8-10)

Surviving the Applewhites -- Tolan F T574 (Ages 9-12)

The view from Saturday -- Kongsburg F K837v (Ages 9-12)

When Zachary Beaver came to town -- Holt F H7425w (Ages 9-12)

Wonder -- Palacio F P170w (Ages 9-11)
A wreath fro Emmett Till -- Nelson 808.1 N335w (Ages 12-14)